
PLEN MONDAY

● 6/13/2022  |  9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
 (Texas Ballroom D+E)

Bringing it All Together: 
The Vital Role of Tank Terminals 
in the Energy Transition

The oil, gas and chemicals industry is undergoing an energy tran-
sition from fossil-based fuels to renewable sources of energy, in-
cluding solar, wind, hydrogen, and biofuels. As multi-modal hubs, 
tank terminals will play a crucial role in providing the storage and 
logistics expertise that will enable supply chains of these new, low 
or no carbon liquid fuels—just as they do in today’s markets of 
liquid fuels based on petroleum. ILTA is pleased to present a panel 
of thought leaders leading the way in our growing understanding 
of the work needed to make a lower carbon future a reality.

While the speed of this transition is hard to predict, the increasing 
demand for cleaner energy is apparent. Today. companies are 
investing in new technologies to support demand for reducing 
carbon emissions. To support these emerging sectors, it will be 
critical for companies to adapt, pivot, and develop cost- 
competitive clean fuel solutions.

This panel will focus on the impacts of the energy transition on 
our industry, examine the renewable and sustainable sectors 
where companies are investing, and explore how companies are 
responding to support our industry’s transformation. 

Additional speakers will be added closer to the session date.

• Caitlin Geisinger, Burns & McDonnell Engineering (Moderator)
• Laura Goldberg, Future Houston
• Jonathan Lewis, Clean Air Task Force
• Jason Hetherington, Burns & McDonnell
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS
PLENARY

● 6/14/2022  |  9:00 a.m. - 9:45 p.m. 
 (Texas Ballroom D+E)

Highlights of Progress on  
ESG Commitments

In this plenary session, conference participants will hear how  
leading organizations in our sector are delivering on their  
commitments to environment, social, and governance objectives.  
Each speaker will share highlights of their most notable  
accomplishments and their plans for next steps, as well as  
offer advice to other ESG professionals on how they can maximize 
the success of their own ESG initiatives.

Additional speakers will be added closer to the session date.

• Rich Byrnes, Port Houston 

REGISTER

Please note: All speakers, dates, times and room locations are subject to change. Please check the event mobile app for updated information during the show.

https://ilta2022.ilta.org

